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Are you perplexed over lesser profits with websites? Are you still groping for unique readers to click
on your content? If this is the case, you need to think about Search Engine Optimization techniques.

No doubt, quality of content is the foremost requirement for site popularity but all this goes in vain if
efficient SEO services are not taken or techniques not followed.

Search Engine Optimization in itself a vast area including various basic various and advanced
technologies. This article discusses about some practices you must follow for better search engine
results.

Here goes the list:

Seo â€“Friendly URLs

Many SEO professionals overlook the importance of URLs but itâ€™s true that using keywords in file
names and URLs make them SEO friendly. But avoid overdoing it. Would you feel like clicking a
URL stuffed and hyphenated with 3 different keywords? Of course not. Same happens with other
readers. It looks spammy and unnatural. So, use keywords in URL

but intelligently!

Keyword Research

Major part of on-page optimization revolves around proper selection and usage of keywords.
Selection of keywords depends on your team. If you are the only one to manage website, targeting
highly competitive keywords will take much time to yield any result. In that case, itâ€™s advisable to
target medium or weak keywords on which much work is not being done.

But if you are having full-fledged SEO team, you can target strong keywords also. So, selection of
keywords also depends on your own setup also which many people overlook. Running a blind race
of targeting strong/competitive keywords may not be fruitful for you.

After selection, proper usage of keywords becomes important. Same thing (as in case of URLs)
applies here also. The content should use keywords but in a smarter manner. If it just looks like
stuffing of some words without proper relevance, search Engines are not likely to give any value to
it. Experts say keyword density in content should be around 3-4 percent, not more than that.

Google Adwords is a good tool for keywords research. There are many companies providing SEO
services India. You can take help from these companies in this regard.

Use Unique Titles and Meta Descriptions

Titles are like entry gate of your content. Reader should get to know clearly what you want to
convey from title only. One common mistake which I have seen in many articles is that content â€“title
incompatibility. This is a blunder which can make you lose readers forever. So, make titles
according to your content only. Itâ€™s better if you are able to place primary keyword in it.

Like titles,meta descriptions are also important. They are not much helpful in ranking but if written
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effectively, encourage readers to click on your text. Itâ€™s a good practice to start meta descriptions
with your primary keyword.

In addition, as earlier emphasized; good content is indispensable. Before writing for search engines,
write for readers. Try to add interesting facts, quotes and other details. That will automatically fetch
readers.

Always remember that SEO techniques are not one time event. It takes time to show results. If you
feel it tedious, you can hire expert SEO services professionals.
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